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Gaggle’s Archiving Solutions Supports New Google Drive 
Google Drive now available for Google Apps Archiving Clients 

 
Bloomington, IL (May 2, 2012) – Gaggle has expanded their archiving solution to offer support 
for Google’s new cloud based storage system, Google Drive. With the addition of Google Drive, 
Gaggle now offers a seamless archiving solution for a number of Google communications, 
including: email, Google Docs & Spreadsheets, Google Talk, Google Calendars, and now the 
Google Drive.  
 
“Providing a high level of protection and compliance for our clients is key, so offering a solution 
for the new Google Drive was a given,” said Jeff Patterson, Gaggle CEO. “We are relentlessly 
dedicated to the success of our customers; we are committed to ensuring they can easily 
comply with both FOIA and eDiscovery requirements.” 
 
According to Google’s official Blog, “Google Drive—a place where you can create, share, 
collaborate, and keep all of your stuff. Whether you’re working with a friend on a joint research 
project, planning a wedding with your fiancé or tracking a budget with roommates, you can do it 
in Drive. You can upload and access all of your files, including videos, photos, Google Docs, 
PDFs and beyond.” 
 
 “Google Drive is an excellent addition to the Google Apps suite,” said Greg Richman, Gaggle 
Archiving Specialist. “We were already archiving email, Google Docs & Spreadsheets, Google 
Calendars and Google Talk, and it was logical that we would archive Google Drive as well. The 
positive client response validates our investment to be at the leading edge of new archiving 
solutions.” 
 
 
About Gaggle Archiving Solutions 
 
Gaggle Archiving Solutions is a division of Gaggle.Net, Inc. Gaggle.Net is a leading provider of 
email, communication, collaboration, and productivity tools throughout the United States since 
1999. In response to the 2006 eDiscovery requirements Gaggle expanded its proven 
searchable email product to incorporate retention rules and litigation holds. With this addition 
Gaggle is able to provide hosted archiving for enterprise email systems including Exchange, 
GroupWise, and FirstClass. In addition, Gaggle supports archiving for cloud based solutions 
such as Google Apps, Office 365, Live@edu, and Open Exchange. For more information on 
Gaggle’s Archiving Solutions, call 1‐800‐288‐7750 or visit www.gagglemail.com. 
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